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Abstract

In this study, fatigue lifemechanisms and approaches for hard metals commonly known as cemented carbides that are supported by literature are reviewed on development of fatigue life technology methods. The hard metals materials are mainly used in engineering systems and failure due to fatigue is common phenomenon in engineering materials. The fatigue crack growth therefore plays very important role towards fatigue failure mechanisms and this remains a setback to engineering fraternity as far as usage of these hard metals are concerned. The fatigue process occurs when a material is subjected to fluctuating stress and strain, this may lead to failure when it accumulates loading due to cumulative damage, multiaxial and variable loading. The Crack initiation growth and micro-mechanisms of damage during fatigue growth with optimization of fatigue life technology approaches and fracture growth resistance are main focus of this review article. Thee review of this paper is based on fatigue life mechanisms adoption methods for hard metals with novelty of Crack Tip opening displacement technology and its implementation in various systems will ought to assist technologists in extraordinary broad programs. In conclusion cumulative damage, fatigue mechanisms, multiaxial amplitude loading and fatigue crack growth mechanics techniques are important and appropriate fatigue life technology mechanisms methods. Eventually these review article will give potential information on fatigue life technology adoption methods and this helps future researcher and technologists to consider the fatigue life models and these ideas will impact on future application of fatigue life failure mechanisms.
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I. INTRODUCTION.

Hard metal has been generally used as Cemented Carbide and because of good outstanding wear resistance mechanisms to that of tools making it have an improved quality advantage over the rest of metals. It is very important to know and understand fatigue performance mechanisms of cemented carbide. Maintaining a strategic distance from or maybe deferring distress of the component and material parts subjected under cyclic loadings and these may have a significant matter that should be subjected to optimization preliminary design approaches. In this arrangement, full description of the condition with further consideration be given some handling parameters that give a solid and strong impaction microstructure of materials properties. Fatigue damage therefore is considered as an important theme in researchers and structural engineering since applied loading increases in cumulative manner and this eventually leads to material failure. Its increment with number of connected stacking cycles in an aggregate way may lead to break and eventually failure of the considered portion therefore consideration of selection and design of mechanical properties\cite{1} should have a most reasonable hardness value. In this manner, fatigue life optimization and mechanisms approach has an extraordinary significance that should be considered during design and planning process of mechanical parts bearing a load\cite{2}.

The fatigue life optimization strategies can be isolated into two primary bunches depending on the specific fatigue approach knowledge used. The first grouping is composed of approaches based on the optimization of break and failure nucleation, employing combination of harm evolution and criterion used
basically on stress or strain of material. The important points of this methodology is used as a need for reliance from multi-axial loading, the fatigue life approach determine only stress or strain basis[3]. The approach to the nextgroup is based on the step of cumulative damage mechanics (CDM). The fatigue life is predicted based on computation of a harm parameter sequence order[4]. Generally, life optimization approach of material components is subjected to grounded on “safe-life fatigue” methodology[5] that is joined with the rules of direct total harm towards intrinsic properties of materials [3, 4].

Without a doubt changes in the intrinsic material properties is broadly connected owing to linear damage run (LDR)[1, 5] and this seems to have a few main disadvantages that require to be considered[2]-[4]. Besides, a few metallic materials exhibited nonlinear fatigue damage and harmful advancement which strongly is based on the load dependent and is completely dismissed by direct harm rule[7]. The key presumption of Miner run is to show and consider fatigue strain mechanisms as whereas number of studies exhibited sequence reliability under load amplitude conditions[8]. The several other hypotheses and approaches have been developed in arrangement to anticipate weakness life of loaded structures[9], [10].

Among accessible strategies used in this article occasional and periodic measurements optimization approaches are proposed in arrangement to calculate the macro crack start likelihood[11]. The confinements break and fracture mechanics propelled development of nearby fatigue approaches based on cumulative damage mechanics (CDM) and this is based on micromechanics approaches[12]. The main advantage of CDM basically lies within the influence of proximity of micro structural absconds such as discontinuities[11],[12]. The in homogeneities of microstructures has key amounts that can be examined at the plainly visible level more especially Poisson’s proportion and stiffness. The fatigue life prediction approach of CDM is particularly important due to demonstrate against aggregation of materials damage in earlier to the arrangement of distinguishable imperfection such as a split on the crack[13].

Afterwards, the knowledge of heat transfer of irreversible prepare given the usefulness of logical basis to legitimize CDM as a hypothesis[9] within system of internal variable hypothesis thermodynamics approach[14] created an isotropic pliable plastic impairment approach model. D. Shang et al. [15] defined cumulative approach as a model for uniaxial fatigue that involves CDM methodology which expresses the definition of fatigue, whereas Graminoids et al. [16] proposed model methods based on energy utilized by releasing aheat transfer mechanism-based on CDM approach. Bhattacharya and Ellingwood[12], [13] anticipated crack initiation for stress and strain fatigue-controlled stacking, utilizing heat transfer mechanism approach based on CDM demonstrate where conditions of damage development are communicated in terms of free utilization energy approach.

Considering characteristics of destructive fatigue mechanism approach, harm aggregate hypotheses, cumulative damage mechanics theories and fatigue crack-based theories of fatigue methods are proposed, developed and later created for usage purposes. Based on fatigue life methodologies between the different fatigue approaches for metal structures and fatigue behavior of materials as communicated and expressed by W. Cui[17], important strategies were created for the fatigue life prediction utilizing stress and strain strengths such as plastic vitality, versatile energy and summation of both as key dangerous parameter for accounting load arrangement and total damage[18], [37]– [45]. Latterly, utilizing measurable strategies, A. McEvily [18] proposed the factors responsible for crack growth during peak stress and bends, in arrange to study of split start and to induce the prediction of material fatigue life approach.

A really curiously and inquisitively fatigue history approach based on failure corrosion fatigue mechanics strategies has been proposed by W. Schlitz[19]. In this work W. Schlitz proposed the corrosion fatigue approach that is explained as methodology complex and half delinquent solved approach utilizing broad fracture mechanics-based theories and combination of the highly thermodynamic behavior and fatigue (creep) remains largely unsolved. It is conceivable to induce great fatigue life prediction and grinding blend welded specimens induced beneath variable adequacy loads with residual stresses conditions[19]. Scientifically and practically low fatigue life needs to be calculated because at low fatigue life probabilities the type of distribution must be
known and it would make a fundamental basis if fatigue stress is synchronous and constant amplitude under multi axial loading.

In present audit review paper, the different prediction methods and theories developed are equally presented and discussed here with. The special and specific accentuation and attention will be arranged and given to prediction and optimization of growth stages such as crack initiation. This constitutes having major role within mechanism of fatigue approaches and theories. The hypotheses or theories of fatigue failure are here with clarified and these approaches are examined in detail using life optimization and mechanisms approach.

II. MECHANISM OF FATIGUE FAILURE

Cemented carbides has been generally used as hard metal and because of good outstanding wear resistance mechanisms to that of tools making it have an improved quality advantage over the rest of metals. Perpetual fatigue failure begins with growth of small cracks as irregularities on surface of hard metal. These cracks flow under service load due to repeated cyclic loading and static fatigue until fracture occurs. This is greatly experienced as stress raisers at the point of stress concentration which is commonly known as high stress [20]. This fatigue basic mechanisms where fatigue occurs are called slip. Therefore, cemented carbides are made of the groupings of small crystals with arbitrary orientations with the first stage of growth called crack nucleation also commonly known as a crack formation. Experiments show that growth of crystals in stress pieces of the metals reach limits of elastic action to their unfavourable positioning that cause slip to commence. Within a piece of the stressed cemented carbide, the spreading of stress from crystal to crystal is possibly uniform, which can cause crack fatigue growth[21]. The constituent element tends to move when a piece of stressed cemented carbide is subjected to cyclic stress disparities. This movement deteriorates some element to the degree that it ruptures and small cracks that starts on surface of materials making these materials a prime target for crack propagation into macro cracks if stresses continue to increase.

In failure region the stress concentration mainly develops with successive stress repetitive and spread of fracture all the way inward from nucleus and goes across wholeunit of materials. Eventually the reduction of minor fundamental section is unaffected part and is not capable of sustaining load applied which acts as stress raisers thus the specimen breaks in different parts. It is obvious that failure due to fatigue is not abrupt or unseen but rather a continuous and gradual process. This is because fatigue is often well-thought-out as progressive fracture. This explains how fatigue is as results of cumulative process that involve in a slip. The high temperature encourages an increase of atoms in the load size thus facilitating greater slip and deformation before fracture

It is well thought that surface behaviour has strong effects on life of fatigue [22]. The fatigue performance can be evaluated by many different fatigue tests and previous studies have shown that segregation significantly influences the fatigue performance. L. Llanes et al.[23]proposed the influence of load-size effects during nano hardness testing of hard metals. The load size influenceconstituents of tungsten carbide grain specifically on deformation, fracture toughness, fatigue characteristics and this deformation tendencies influences the process of fatigue failure. The testing methods of cemented carbide tools used are generally mechanical tests such as tensile and compressive testing, micro cantilever, hardness test which consumes a lot of time and materials[24]. Therefore, hardness value is considered as an important mechanical property of metals and significantly this increases the performance and wear resistance of hard metals[25]. The micro-cantilever and Tensile testing were used in investigations of strength and deformability of the Tungsten carbide (WC) grains [26] and tungsten carbide boundaries were exposed according to strength of fracture which influences crack tip[27]. The Cobalt phase in the region of slip goes into a fatigue phase change process and this influences effects of Cobalt (Co) content and Cobalt phase conversion are closely related to fatigue crack growth characteristic of WC-Co cemented carbides[28]. The micro-textured fatigue mechanism of experimental fatigue results based on fatigue behaviour[29] shows that micro-surface textured has healthier resistance to fatigue compared to smooth surface[30].

It is possible to identify different causes of porosity and some of the causes are independent and interrelated to each other. The major cause of porosity are low carbon content associated with insufficient and uneven powder density, insufficient mixing and impurities[31]. Due to porosity cracks propagate in cemented
carbides under static fatigue or cyclic fatigue and is initiated from the surface such as micropores and eventually, the main crack may develop depending on the level of cyclic loading. The increase of crack tip and energy change is influenced by magnitude of plastic zone during crack growth extension of static fatigue lifetime with the increase of specimen thickness[4, 9]. Y. Cheng et al [32] proposed the effects of thickness on fatigue damage during static fatigue lifetime approach. This methodology is much greater for cemented carbides which is attributed to operative toughening mechanisms[9, 14]. The penetration of grain boundaries occurred by induced stress dissolution along side grain boundaries of hard phase grains is considered as wide front binder phase[33] as compared to Cobalt grain boundary of diffusion.

Plastic deformation occurred between different layers under concurrent grain boundary and rate of dissolution of phases is controlled by deformation of grain boundary [34]. The connection of different subcritical cracks or micropores creates main crack and the static fatigue fracture of hard metals that leads to the growth of subcritical main crack. The tool life prediction of hard metal as described in analysis refers to failure due to fatigue[35]. The thickness specimen prolongs static fatigue of cemented carbides subjected to stress equal to 85% of transverse rupture strength. The effects of defect number, smaller plastic zone size decrease elastic strain energy as well as increase of surface energy under plastic deformation [36]. The creation of specimen thickness on effects of static fatigue is greatly influenced by larger WC grain size and the content of cobalt in the metal. The influence of carbide grain size is a pronounced under cyclic loading rather than under monotonic ones[8, 9]. Fatigue sensitivity evaluated for NiMo-based grades is within the lower limit of values that allows to speculate on improved fatigue response accompanied with binder chemical nature or coarser microstructures[27]. About 85% of cemented carbide component failure happens through a fatigue mechanism approach.

III. FATIGUE BEHAVIOR OF CEMENTED CARBIDE

The fatigue behaviour of cemented carbide is reflection of inherent ability of the material to with stand and absorb the energy of the repeated loading. The common method of hard metals applications is normally subjected to a number of cyclic loads where fatigue together with failure and corrosion represents the principal about mechanisms of failure. Therefore, for the brittle materials fatigue fracture failure are normally unexpected. The information given above is very important that an appropriate descriptive design approach material deformation of cemented carbide is required if optimization of engineering materials is needed. The structure of cemented carbide strongly influences behaviour of fatigue in different ways.

Hard metal Fatigue is the form of localized damaged which occurs when material is subjected to repeated loading that result into deformation. This form of damage may be progressive because its occurrence is continuous and is restrained by performance optimization of crack growth [37]. They are stages through which cracks grow i.e., initiation and evaluation of cracks where crack tip are very low to cause a component failure under monotonic loading whereas visible growth of cracks can eventually cause a component failure under repeated loading. Therefore, degradation of fatigue is type of cracks where the load bearing is reduced per cross sectional area and this gives rise to compliances on elastic mechanics which superimposes on the material’s intrinsic ability of nonlinear elastic behaviour mechanisms. The stress–fatigue (S–N) curve life approach is commonly employed with aim of evaluating fatigue limit behaviour. The testing methodology employees a very interesting unique parameter which includes endurance limit and this refers to extreme stress specimen levels for endurance under number of cycles whether monotonic phase or Cyclic phase[38]. The Endurance limit within methodology describes condition that fatigue limit stresses a material that will not faileven after a number of applied loadings. This means that fatigue limit must be above stress of loaded material. Cemented Carbide is normally employed as powder-metallurgical two-phase comprising of hard material, metal binder phases and final failure is mostly found in the immediate zone[21], [22]. The performance of these metal binder phase depends on usage, performance criterion was to determine and analyse impactful of fatigue strength leading to rupture and Fatigue crack growth (FCG) [10], [14]. Fatigue strength explains number of times the applied stress loading will eventually cause fracture of material. The cemented carbide fatigue crack growth is linearly increases on threshold of cemented mean carbide grain size and mechanism of crack deflection is more effective action for fatigue growth mechanisms [39] therefore coarsened hard metals are normally sensitive to fatigue behavior rather than binder mean free path which has fine-
graded materials[23], [24]. From this observation, it is clear that individual deliberation of collective effects about altering binder content of carbide grain size is very important for the existence of different approaches between monotonic loading properties as considered for comparison[40].

It is very significant to recognize that there is no complete consideration of material performance for multifaceted services conditions where heterogenous structure are exposed to numerous loading and rupture techniques[41]. The fatigue crack growth (FCG) threshold determined the validation of subsequent actual toughness under repeated loading [42]. The fatigue surface normally starts on edges of contact area due to the result of reciprocation tensile and compressive stresses [43], these stress are well known for triggering fracture and eventually fatigue failure in brittle and ductile materials[24], [25]. The wear resistance provided by hard material ensures binder metal is appropriate and provides firm foundation for monotonic loading where cobalt (Co) is special choice formetal binder. Alternative binders where alloys of iron and nickel are consistently being used and this may have many considerations as cobalt are used as substitutes in different areas of applicability[14], [24]. The major achievement to cemented carbides occurs in their outstanding wear resistance, strength and durability is thus explained. Thus, boron powder was used as an additive to reduce the formation of intermetallic brittle compounds during sintering and dissolution of liquid phase into molten binder phase[26], [27]. The research carried was to understand influence of boron addition on nature of phases, microstructure, and mechanical properties of cemented carbide[44]. The coatings of microstructures are generally characterized on mechanical properties from micro indentation test[45]. There is no doubt about the Presence of pores that decreases mechanical strength of cemented carbide and so far, there is no quantitative data produced, despite the laws of qualitative views about the effects of reducing strength in the increased pore concentration. The modification of binder caused general increase in cemented carbide hardness value. These outstanding mechanical properties results from extremely different properties of two interpenetrating phases (brittle and ductile metallic phase)[46]. Within brittle carbide the main cause of wear in cutting tools is observed in microscopic images where observations can be done in abrasive wear of rake and flank surfaces[40]. The consequence of cemented carbides in wide range of extremely demanding material applications where performance of tribomechanical is very high and these needs improved reliability such as metal cutting, rock drilling and metal forming [44]. The cemented carbide optimal physical and mechanical properties can be attained by applying mixture of metal binder. However, the mechanical properties and wear-resistant applications in different industry requires corrosion resistance of all parts[47]. This is because most parts work in discriminating dissolution of acidic environment and the optimal solution of the binder needs to be provided[31], [32]. Therefore, development of hard metal alternative binder with aim of increasing corrosion resistance needs a strong mechanical property. R. Genga et al [48] explained the effects of machining and milling properties of notched fatigue failure behaviour mechanics approaches based on validation of physical argument[49]. Though, for fatigue crack growth of the notched nearby threshold crack then there is no extensively accepted method to be used[33], [34]. For different materials and notched geometries the verification of based fracture mechanics remains limited approach[50].

In fatigue testing approaches, the method employed is not limited to hardness and tensile tests but indicate how cemented carbide behaves [50-49] when they are subjected to stresses (tension, compression, bending, torsion etc.). The maximum testing stress is usually lower than yield strength of material and the applied stress continually [51] alternates between two values until specimen reaches a failure or limiting factor. In the Fig. 1; the Co content are presented together with corresponding data of crack propagation rate against tests made.
Fig. 1, Similarities of stress intensity and crack growth rate [45].

The data presented above shows stress ratios and the relationship between threshold stress intensity factor (DKth) [45]. From the fig. 1, it is noted that when stress intensity factor range is the same propagation rate of fatigue crack will be increased as stress levels go high. According to opinion of authors, fatigue limiting factor is influenced by numerous issues such as the scale and load frequency that caused a changing stresses, temperature, environment, regular complexities, imperfections, and discontinuity of materials [29]. The load that reaches a sufficient level to cause multiple failure in single application is discussed. This can be thought as onset and crack growth, or pre-existing growth defect to critical size such as splitting into different parts [29], [53]. The strength distribution of microstructure influences cemented carbide by using different tests for both room temperature (RT) and high temperatures (HT) [28], [29]. Cemented carbide always find their application mainly because of wear resistance. Therefore, hardness test are normally regarded as a measure of wear performance [54]. Mechanical degradation of tested samples greater than 30% was observed at elevated temperature above 550°C due to oxidation process. The Temperature of 600°C was chosen as the maximum temperature at which WC-Co cermets can operate [55]. The possible reasoning for this temperature increase was due to plastic zone size at elevated temperatures [56]. However, due to narrower defect size distribution effects, the results obtained by Weibull modulus analysis showed some model changes based on Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM), with understanding effects of mechanical strength and temperature on microstructure test configurations of cemented carbides [28].

The universal servo-hydraulic apparatus were used for mechanical testing and a constant strain method used as measure in elastic range by an extensometer that is attached to specimen [51]. Vickers hardness (HV30) were equally used to test polished specimens hardness value after standard metallographic preparation, and test observation shows an average indentations done on each sample at different regions [48]. The indentation response technique issued to measure accurate measurement of plane using local elastic and short diagonal of coating surface were equally observed [57]. The direct joining method between fragments due to limiting factoron total fracture of surface area and mechanical strength was observed [27], [28]. The fractography was used as confirmatory test on surface defects and validation of biaxial testing results that was demonstrated at room and elevated temperatures, that is having special interest for small samples in evaluating the mechanical strength [28], [29]. three different ratios at high temperature were used on fatigue bending tests performed on commercial cemented carbide [58] as seen in the Fig. 2.
With fatigue test experiment shown above, it remains a type of test which basically determines the behavior of cemented carbide when subjected to cyclic loading. Fatigue is therefore a process of localized damage to a component produced by cyclic elastic loading and it results into cumulative process consisting of the initiation, propagation, growth, and complete failure of materials [8],[22]. A localized plastic strain occurs in the area of stress concentration at the point cyclic loading. The failure of materials occurs to plastic deformation and as development of different cracks eventually permanent damage to component occurs [59]. Therefore, as number of load cycles increase crack length increases and after a certain number of cycles failure of a component occurs [26],[31]. The fatigue test i.e., rotating bending and deflection bending, were carried out on a fine-grained WC–Co cemented carbide and major purpose was to evaluate behavior of fatigue and fatigue crack growth [60]. According to the authors experimental observations during fatigue development, it was showed that crack initiation growth cycles occupied fatigue lifetime of tested affected zone for WC–Co cemented carbide [43], [60].

The examination sample specimens were machined as shown in Fig. 3. The cemented carbides specimen were polished by standard techniques therefore surface quality improved which showed less effects on initiation crack growth in the test of thermal fatigue [61]. The fatigue test employs classical methodological approach where experienced and skilled people are involved that produced good and reliable results [34], [62]. Cemented carbide materials have strong properties against crack propagation of the deformation of materials reducing stress absorption and concentration so that ductile materials undergo more plastic deformation than become more brittle after some amount of crack tip blunting material at the bottom of crack [43, 63], when stress exceeds material strength then a crack must propagate and enough strain energy must be released as crack grows to generate the new surfaces [43], [60]. For crack to grow, the stress must exceed strength of materials at crack frontier and formation of new surfaces crack occurs, enough strain energy is released to supply required surface energy [37], [43]. Therefore, fatigue statistics of the cemented carbides are extremely restricted. While statistics of stress vs. life (S/N) has been developed studies shows that cyclic constitutive behaviour of alloys are
The crack growth rate (dc/dN) behaviour resulted as shown in Fig.4 and this explains the normalized crack extension. According to authors opinion, fig. 4 above the scaled up location of notch tip along with estimated surrounding of compressive plastic-zone of notched tip[64]. Thus, result shows that crack growth rate is directly in area of crack notched out higher and decreases reasonably to growth rate inside a plastic-zone. For most part, major testing procedure of cemented carbides preferred stress-strain life methodology since there is difficulties in testing and monitoring strain [30]. The problematic of fatigue testing approach in strain-life plastic deformation of the brittle materials that occurs in the specimen prior to failure.

Mechanical properties of the hard metal principally depend on binder content of tungsten carbide (WC) grain size. The mean WC grain size decreases with increasing of chromium (Cr) content and this therefore is slightly influenced by grain grow inhibition with Molybdenum (Mo) addition of 0.6 wt.%[65]. In the area of authors opinion, WC based cemented carbide have achieved much attention due to the outstanding mechanical properties, steady high temperature and better corrosion resistance. It is believed that hardness increases inversely proportional to fracture toughness Therefore, cemented carbide is widely used as cutting tools for many applications where very high levels of toughness and hardnes is required[65], [66]. For most external loads the effects of thermal and mechanical residual stress can be developed within the body of that material[66]. The size of residual stress is largely affected by means of mechanical loading and variations in material structure. In residual stress tensile and compressive strength of material should be keenly involved and studied. Therefore, in cemented carbide compressive residual stress are mainly favorable for any kind of usage. For example, crack growth due to applied compressive load have been coated with cemented carbide that produces a strong surface with a thin film. Surface of cemented carbide exposed to tensile stress poses greater risks under the action of compressive load stress. The samples of mechanical behaviour was examined with small cracks and without artificial notches where behaviour of materials with applied load on cemented carbide were tested[27].

The first-order residual stress may rise due to external forces that acts on surfaces of cemented carbide and this cause changes in product geometry of cemented carbide in terms oldistortion. Thus, the difference between external loads results into crack growth/hand individual microstructure constituents with relative movement may result into high residual stress between binder of carbide grains.

Understanding of fatigue cemented carbide is described as the progressive degradation due to repeated changes in stress and other physical forces that may cause deformation to occurs especially on surface of material. This section of deformation is divided into three parts as explained in the text below. Fatigue failure is classified into three categories [11], [14] thermal-mechanical fatigue, high cycle fatigue, and low cycle fatigue and depending on number of times that is required to create the deformation to occur [40], [41]. Low Cycle
Fatigue is where a component or structure deteriorates when strain reaches the inelastic range and can be severe with expected multiple excursions. In low-cycle fatigue, the the calculation of stress by elastic formulas is not necessary since strain vs stress is valid approach [29], [31]. The deterioration of critical failure structure at strain levels of an element is significantly below its ultimate strain capacity[31], [60]. In elastic range, the high cycle fatigue failure usually occurs after a number of times of stress are applied and this causes plastic deformation of materials [31], [33]. The Low cycle fatigue is an important consideration in designing of large steel structures and metal machine components. The application of design codes must be followed by the guidelines provided in codes of practice to simple shapes and experimental [30], [59]. The probability of high cycle fatigue is most difficult situation to manage in the field of solid mechanics. The fatigue phenomenon corresponding to relatively low stress amplitudes induces a large number of cycles until failure occurs, hence forth the materials fatigue failure describe repeated stress levels. Fatigue generally involves progressive formation of cracks therefore fracture is as a result the material load exceeding its carrying capacity[31]. Uniaxial fatigue is a Local strain resistance analysis assumes that strain resistance behavior expressed as stress concentration is similar to larger uniform section behavior of material with equal stress and strain positions that are tested. [31], [52]. Multi-Axial Fatigue on the other hand is the practice used to describe geometry loading conditions resulting in complex states of stress and strains. The authors opinion suggested that the use of uniaxial methods during multi-axial fatigue crack prediction may give an overestimated of materials life, [28], [52]. The combination of in-plane stress and out-of-plane stress on surface creates distribution of tri-axial stress which improves the strength of the materials[30], [31]. Yaonan Cheng et al. (2020) investigated the influence of failure insert morphology in heavy-duty milling process of water chamber and fatigue damage is the main failure of the cemented carbide insert. According to authors opinion, the damage due to fatigue is an evolution process of damage inserts on fracture ultimate failure [32] and observations of the authors opinion on frequency of work pieces generally determined by insert and is subjected to low characteristic cycle load. Based on evolution of fatigue damage mechanics on high cycle fatigue failure model is the process of materials inserted statistically,[32], [37]. The fatigue simulation models are basically used as damage parameters mechanisms for cemented carbide of materials and this helps to determine damage due to fatigue limit under cyclic loading. This provides the theoretical basis for qualitative and quantitative research methodology on the damage failure mechanisms. [32], [38]. Therefore, the failure connection are due to repeated or Cyclic fatigue damage. Considering many factors, according to different authors opinion used ANSYS simulation software to comprehensively analyse the fatigue behavior based on the FE-SAFE module [32], [33]. The FE-SAFE module is used for simulation of samples under different strain amplitudes for the purpose of determining fatigue failure of different material parameters. The estimation methods for fatigue life under uniaxial fatigue specimen analysis is comprehensively analyzed through stress-strain method[46], [59], [67]. According to stress-strain response, fatigue failure of the materials life of specimens are calculated and the methodology described [24], [40], [41]. The historical analysis of linear and non linear was conducted in structure and cumulative fatigue at critical locations evaluated and compared with fracture damage observation [38]. The simulation model uses logarithmic double coordinate system to describe data processed using software under least- linear regression[22], [38]. According to opinion of the author, cumulative fatigue damage evaluation uses linear or non-linear analyst model that gives accurate stress values of damage of the critical connections[33]-[31].

A Lanzutti et al. Investigated the influence of failure analysis on cemented carbide specifically looking at material characterization, numerical analysis, and material modeling[33]. According to the authors opinion[33] further proposes limiting factor analysis used for cold rolling which was also performed on detailed investigation by mechanical materials testing mechanisms where specimens were subjected to fractographic examination using optical microscope[70] and scanning electron microscopy and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM + EDXS), these approach are very useful and require a special care for gathering effective information about the finding[22], [35], [43]. However in current hard metals complex microstructure requires better advanced resolution than that obtainable by light optical microscope (LOM)[71]. Fatigue-crack growth can be recognized by those shaped made by unstable fracture and investigations that reveal the region conforming to fracture surfaces using scanning electron microscope. Mechanical characterization which plays an important role as far as investigation of fracture and fatigue behavior of endured load cycles of the cemented carbide is concerned[35], [36]. In over-all, subcritical fatigue crack growth under monotonic loading fig. 5 is mainly located in ductile binder phase where the extension of fatigue crack crystallographic paths[35], [63].
The endured load cycles is connected to micro structural composition and this results into improved mechanical properties of tested grades[47]. The results demonstrated resistance against fatigue load and fracture toughness seems not be suitable for describing subcritical crack growth in hard metals due to repeated loads that leads to micro fatigue[44], [45], [47].

This clearly identify the origin and propagation of cracks in work roll and identify critical zone where there is application of multi axial principles loading [33], [39]. Here, different analysis is done and results compared to the measurements obtained from analysis of component failure. According to authors opinion, the investigation on causes of material failure mode was performed to understand the actual causes of crack nucleation. As cemented carbides it was believed that the growth of cracks is significant for behaviour in technical application of cutting tools[72]. The maximum geometrical parameter of defected area and size of micro structural shows that the fractographic investigation has been used for appealing relationships between fatigue life[52]. It was concluded that limiting factor analysis on the roller results into failure due to rolling fatigue started from an internal pore acting like source of stress concentration. The material reached fatigue limit due to closeness to pore which behaved as tip crack nucleation [33], [63]. A detailed analysis of characterization of the origin at fracture top view with results in morphology that cause a component failure[38]. The roller surface graded analysis in proximity of failed area [33], [38]. The requirement of graded surface structure is wear resistant, tough cemented carbide and the introduction of compressive residual stress was done by grading composition. As earlier mentioned ceramic particles results in a restriction of the grain growth that is mentioned above[49]. Liu et al conducted a study about TiC-based cermet tools and the result is in arrangement with the outcomes of the study conducted other authors[73]. The cermet wear tool tests are indicated in Fig. 6 and its reviewed that performance improved in tool A tool B. It is important that presence of finer grains increases hardness. Therefore monitoring of crack propagation during fatigue loading is done by Fractography where theoretical models of crack growth behavior were evaluated[35], [39]. However, monitoring of fatigue crack growth (FCG) cannot be done by high-resolution under system described above without a special testing device[40]. The testing of method of unnotched and notched using transverse rupture strengths at a given life (cycles) is used by asestimated method with three-point bending scheme[41], [10]. Transverse rupture strength is dominated in fatigue mechanisms of cemented carbides with low Co content of fatigue behaviour determined by fracture toughness[74]. The binder phase has a model compositions alloys of wavelength-dispersive electron-probe microanalysis with a liquid phase formation temperatures[40], [41]. The thermal expansion of solid materials is experimentally-determined coefficient and applicability of thermal expansion coefficient separated by average linear and volume expansion coefficient [44]. In model alloys thermal conductivities by laser-temperature conductivity of up to 950°C, the crystallite-size distribution by electron backscatter diffraction EBSD, Weibull evaluation of transverse rupture strength (TRS), oxidation resistance in air as well as milling tests on coated hard metals[41], [23]. Therefore Weibull statistical description of the distribution is often used for brittle materials although some doubts have been expressed concerning its applicability to cemented carbide[41],[75]. At higher temperatures oxidation of binder ligaments near crack tips and brittle ductile transitions of mixed carbides play an important role in fatigue behaviour[76]. The low temperatures cobalt binder ligaments are exposed during phase transformation from fcc to hcp structure.
J.M. Tarragó, et al. (2017) investigated the dependence of effective fracture toughness based on estimate of strength of WC-Co cemented carbides (hard metals) [39]. Authors opinion established that the strength behaviour of experimental done on WC-Co grades was based on R-curve critical failure [26], [39]. This is normally referred to as resistance to fatigue damage and explains ability to absorb fracture energy by onset of failure. The result analysis of micro structural effects indicates the strength of hard metals that satisfactorily streamlined the referred standard [21], [30], [39]. The consideration analysis of the distribution of fracture origins that are found to be more diverse [39], [59]. A simplified experimental method of WC-Co cemented carbide grades to different combinations of corresponding binder content and carbide mean grain size were studied where hardness value was measured [39], [62], [33]. A flexural strength test was performed and analysed using Weibull statistics. The cemented carbides shows increasing growth of crack resistance behaviour that imparts reliability to damage tolerance of hard metals tools and components [29], [39], [62]. The strength decreases while induced under effects of both fatigue limit and fatigue sensitivity because the corresponding residual stresses implies additional mean stress [77]. The influence of microstructure on fracture strength was investigated and equally discussed on basis of tangency criterion for R-curve materials [28], [33] [39].

The cemented carbides as metal have intrinsic fatigue limit and the fatigue sensitivity of metallic nature of binder should be rationalize. Understanding transition displayed in hard metals like cemented carbide FCG behavior then the correlation of microstructure property becomes very relevant. In fig. 7, shows the balance achieved between FCG and fracture toughness increases fatigue microstructure sensitivity.
Luis Llanes et al. [36] investigated new method to estimate fatigue mechanisms of hard metals with different load models[63],[77]. The effect of microstructure on strength and growth of microcrack when subjected to repeated loads are reviewed and role of the binder is identified using advanced characterization techniques[62], [63]. The micro crack probably starts from propagation of cemented carbide interface[69]. The consideration was a major parameter design and is becoming an important part in this study. According to authors opinion, the application of cemented carbide as a cutting tool of materials components[42]. The reliability is strongly improved by fatigue strength, this lowers probability of premature and unexpected failures[39], [63]. The fatigue sensitivity is characterized by decrease in intensity and the increase of loading cycles to a great extent that the ability to undergo plastic strain is undertaken[43]. Fatigue sensitivity chart Fig. 8 shows change of fatigue as a function of critical loading model.

From the authors opinion when sensitivity of the model’s life chart changes the current load from 50% up to 150%, then it is observed from the fig. 8 above that the applied load is increased up to 150% and life decreases to 20500 cycles.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this review article has been to review fatigue life prediction mechanism and approaches of hard metals and the main focus has been put on examining fatigue life prediction, crack growth and mechanisms for hard metals. **Beginning from the introduction of this review, authors did not acknowledge a huge number of fatigue mechanisms and fatigue life prediction methods.** From authors opinion, fatigue life prediction and overall fatigue mechanism performance has maximum connection through which hard metals can behaves and because of fatigue failure mechanism approaches (strain, stress and fatigue mechanics), this is substantial for fatigue cycling. Therefore, the reliability of fatigue mechanics approaches approves excellent arrangement on experimentally determined fracture and fatigue strength values materials. According to authors, changing and extending existing hypotheses in arrangement to the factors affecting fatigue mechanisms plays a key role in loading cyclic applications. The results reviewed inconsideration of micro structural grouping in terms of changing grain size is very significant for understanding difference between monotonic loading and cyclic behavior for improving the micro structural design on characterization of hard metals as an important strategy to rise fatigue strength and reliability. Fatigue mechanism may be thought of as failure of the average stress concept and therefore fatigue usually starts at stress concentrators which are most regularly at the surface of component. The complexity of fatigue issue makes this point real and curiously hypotheses utilizing modern approaches that emerge ceaselessly. The path of application of fatigue shifts depending on specific application. The unwavering quality variables must be considered and analysts can pick prediction method that can be computed and approaches to a “safe-life” methodology should be employed. As detailed in Fig. 8, perfect fatigue life prediction approaches should be incorporated to most highlights of established standards and its execution in recreation frameworks might helps engineers and researchers in many applications.
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